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BOWLING GREKN, OHIO, WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 17. 1941

VOL. XXVI.—Z551

A Digest Of
The Week's
News

ixed Choir
Will Present
Yule Carols

First Forum
Booked For
January 18

As the war entered its second
week I hi' news is still slow in
Student Speakers Discuss
reaching m,r shores. No doubt, us
World Problems To
the President intimated
in
his
speech last Wednesday night, the
%pen Series
news is being withheld because of
its strategical importance to the
A student-faculty commitJapanese.
Secretary
of
Navy,
tee met Thursday afternoon to
Frank Knox last week went to
discuss plans for the UniverHawaii to inspect the damage insity Forum, which will be
flicted by the first Japanese atsponsored by the speech detack but as yet he has not reportpartment. The purpose of the
ed on the seriousness of the deForum is to help students and
struction.
faculty members to become
From the rrport. to far, it ap- better informed on current probpear* that the United States' lem.
forces have given up Guam but
The project will be put in the
are still holding out on Wake and hands of ■
student committee
Midway Islands.
Evidently the chosen by Roper Gilford, pr.si
naval strategists believe the re- dent of the student Council, and
tention of those islands is less im- five faculty members appointed b]
portant than some other move. President F. J. Prout
The stuOtherwise the navy would have dent group includes Joe Freeman,
attempted
to
reinforce
those chairman. Richard Dun i puce,
points and according to all infor- Thomas Sen rag, Mildred Gclfer,
maion received that has not been and Mary Jane Wilson. The facdone.
ulty committee is Prof. Upton PalProbably the lafenst of Manila ' mer, chairman. Or. A. M. Hayes,
and the Philippine Islands hat* Dean R. (J. Harshman. Dr. S. II.
been considered more important. Lowrie, and Paul W. Jones.
According to latest news the Ja- j
The first meeting will be held
paneM have succeeded in landing! Sunday, January 18. in the Uniforces in various parts of the versity auditorium. The topic will
Philippines, but the advance of be the place of the University and
those troops has been beaten back its students in time of war. The
by the American and native forces 'committees plan to present two
there.
Several
Japanese
troop students, a faculty member, ami
ships have been reported sunk in an outside authority as speakers.
In this way several phases of the
this area.
Of great concern was the Ja- question can be covered.
panese sinking of the
British
Can Question Speakers
ships Repulse and Prince of Wales.
The students will present what
The Prince of Wales, one of the students in other countries and on
newer large British ships, was other campuses are doing.
The
built
with
strong
protection faculty member will give informaagainst attack from the air.
But tion on the work of universities in
according to all reports both ships the last war. The outside speaker,
were sunk in an aerial attack. probably an army officer, will ofThe loss of these ships along with fer advice and suggestions to the
A forum period will be
the American ships sunk and group.
damaged will tend to greatly re- held and students and faculty wilt
duce the naval superiority of the have a chance to question all four
Allied navies in the Pacific. The speakers.
The University Forum will be an
loss of these ships also demonIf
ine importance
tiii|niiminr us
■
- at
— Bowling
■» Green.
-------stratesi the
of -■■
an ■>■■
air i —xperiment
force in n..«l w.rf.r. ,„„,<•.hin, '< proves successful, regular forum
which th.
the Unit.d
United State*
Mates N.vy
Navy Dc meetings will be held from time to
These meetings would give.
pertment had for so long ignored. time.

George John Conducts Work
On Heavy Water Experiment
By BEULAH KNAGGS
George John, a graduate assistant in the chemistry department, is carrying on experimental work which is believed will he an aid in working out a satisfactory theory concerning the rate of reaction of metal with certain acids. This
problem is involved in the waste of metals due to corrosion.
Its successful solution may have practical importance.
*' The study involves the mcasurep
r /"•_...^.J—L.J
Iment of the efficiency of the scparrOI. V^an
lation of light anil heavy hydrogen
atoms when zinc is added to hydro! chloric acid solutions.
It is interesting to observe, in this connection, that almost every one who
hnr. taken a laboratory course in
having prepared hydroFull Surgery And X-Ray chemistry,
gen by adding hydrochloric acid to
Equipment Will Be
zinc, has actually done what chemAvailable
ists have been trying to demonstrate for many years.
That in,
they
have accomplished the separProf.
J. W. Carmichael will
<
lirilish one of the three tie ation of atoms of varying mass
luxe single rooms in the new from u portion of a single element
Health Service
BuildinR at Work similar to that being done

Will Equip Room
In New Infirmary

Gree
In Kun,w .™^
" Statc ' ,,lv,'rIheGSms^aWMv^^ckto ««««» •»P»» P™""™ and sity. President Frank J. Prout
!
n
"
R « the latest nat.ona! and internal!....- announced today.
ZnlZ-Z Inform us'That . S£ " ^'M^u.
The morn will have a plate
(,,
man peace feeler was rejected and
»" Wesleysn il experiment,ng marking i'>< dedication In memory
of
Professor Carmiehael'fl wife,
a guarantee was given that Kussia wlltl ■ Mn"l-'r P«" :""' Wooster
Would not consider I separate "M '"■'•" carrying OH these forum who died this fall.
University trustee* have voted Ui
peace with
Germany.
On the; gatherings for several years,
make the hospital available t<> facother hand Kussia has not given
ulty members and their families
any indication of her intention to
;i-; well :is to stutinil .
attack Japan.
Vladivostok would
Thirty-two bed. are to la- ready
make a good base for air attacks
immediately upon completion of
against Japan considering the re
the hospital in February and 10
large Russian land and air
Cnmnotimr against luniora and "''"'''* "'" '"' added Ul"rforce, ill northeastern Asia. How■
fr
r, ,
h r
f
Dr. Prout Mid full surgery and
ever, it must b remembered thai seniors, two freshmen members „f % ^ ^^^ wil| ,,,. avaUablc
Kussia is vulnerable to attack (ton Bowling Green's debate team won
*» •»,"W*» ^^"^
Manchukuo and it certainly would 8 out of 8 debates la-t Friday and «»
in the Ohio Intorcollegi- Plant w'" '"' '""':'11''1Dot be to her advantage to be Saturday
„,
.. , ,
...
,
—
■
ate U MID. ns Debate Tournament
__
—.
-righting a war on two fronts.

Women Debaters
Win At Capitol

hy Mr
J h
" " '"'S "T" ,h"1 ,h"*
.Unpta reaction produce, (IMOIU
hydrogen with only about one
seventh the amount of heavy hy
drogen with only about one seventh
the amount of heavy hydrogen
present In tin- acid.
The work involves the determination <>f the ratio of hydrogen
atoms of the two different weights

Z*1**, ' " '"' u \ '"' ""rilk-a<'""•
,l-roM1,c,,.ly several
lays are reciuired for one ciiiupit'lr (ttlermui'

Aid The YM Today;
Contribute To The
Goodfellow Fund

"Your cooperation wilh memb«r« of the YMCA today will
mean that needy children will
have a happy Christmas this
year," said James Ludwick.
president of the YMCA.
He explained that today's isMcEwen Directs Annual
sue of the Be© Gee News will
Program Thursday
be personally handed out by
Evening
about ten
members of the
YMCA who will ask the receivIn keeping with the Yule- er to contribute to the YMCA
tide season, the University Goodfellowship Fund.
Mixed Chorus will present its
Money received will go to
annual program of music on help buy Christmas toys for
Thursday evening, December underprivileged students in the
18, at 8 p, m. in the university Bowling Green State University
auditorium. This traditional Training School. The toys will
offering by the music depart- be distributed Christmas mornment promisee in interesting variety i>f lelectloni and constate <>f; ing by Nathan Keel and James
Ludwick.
Nathan
K.-, I
it
choruses, solos ami Instrumental
chairman of the Goodfellowship
numbers.
drive this year while Louis
The chorus, under the direction
of Professor M. (\ McEwen, will. Biery is assisting him a* cochairman.
sing tWO choruses chosen from
Twenty-seven
dollars
and
Handel's famous Christmas Ora
sixty-seven cents was collected
torio, "The Messiah," and have
two years ago and it is hoped
prepared
other traditional
and
that the total this year will be
new compositions which range in
higher.
atmosphere from tho solemn tone
I to a very jolly spirit.
The public is invited to attend
'this program and it is expected
that the keen interest shown in
!the past will be felt again this
season.
Program
Organ Prelude, Christmas, Foo'.e,
Myrtle Jensen
Processional Adeate Fidrles, Read- Raney Announces Official
ing"
University Application
Reading of the Christmas Story,
For Training
J. W. Carmichael
I'hour —
And the Glory of the Lord, from
A Civilian Pilot Training
the "Messiah," Handel
program for the second seShepherds Quickly Wake, Wasner mester, for Bowling Green
How Far is it to Bethlehem, Shaw
Slate University became one
Horn Today, Sweelink
step nearer reality last week.
ChorusProf. J. K. Raney announced,
Virgin's Slumber Song, Roger
when
formal
application
Cantique de Noel, Adam
forms were received and imSolo parts by:
mediately filled out by UniverJosephine Frances, Jean Oliv sity officials.
wiler,
Klizabeth
Maurer,
MarAt a state wide meeting "f CPT
garet Thompson, Ruth Morrison,
officials, coordinators, and flight
and Betty Trooger.
Trumpet*—Traditional
Christ- contractors a promise was given
coordinator J. K. Raney that a
mas Tunes:
quota would be assigned to BowlDon Ceiger, Rosalind Kelly, Gaying (ireen Statc University.
lord GrolT, Ruth Kimmel, Norman
Professor Raney said that air
Huffman, Helen Strobe), and Rex
officers of the army and navy were
Itidge.
present
at the meeting and were
Chorus—
loud in the praise of the CPT proJingle Hells, Pierpont
Fum! Fum! Fuml, Schindler (Cat»| gram, li was stated at the meeting thai "f the several hundred
alonian)
CPT trained boys who had pi ised
Chorus—
Hallelujah from the "Mc.-i.li". through the Grosse Isle Naval
Training Station hot one had failed
Handel
Recessional 0 Little Town of Beth- in his fliithl tests.

CPT Course May
Be Renewed Here
Second Semester

lehem. Radnor
Conductor—Merrill C. McEwen
Accompanists Bvolyn
Loomi
phsli this, the hydrogen is convert Byrd, and Martha DoWeeae
Stage decorations by Art and
ed to water and the density of the
w:
"'r '" determined with an ac- Dramatics Departmi
curacy of one part, in a million.
j, , v,.ry [aborious process
Tli;.

in samples of acid, and of gas liberated from the acid. To accom-

NO. 14

Army
ed, who
belittle
training
opinions
mi: the

officials. Prof. Raney addwere at Hrsl Inclined to
the benefits of the CPT
have now reversed their
and are actively supportprogram.

JVeo; Star Born As Georgia
Anderson Sells "Portrait

!J"

a, Capital rniversity.
—Scent TO Yd*—Hfi, . Verv small number of
Virginia kellor and Mildred Gc4workers sre studying this problem.
ger, the freshmen, deflated Ohio
young Mr. Stellar had his lines
Thii ii»u* of the Bee Go* Newt This is due. perhaps, to the fact
By BOB SEALOCK
University, De.iniso.i 1'niversity, ia printed in the traditional green ,| ( t[ . f .]<] j somewhat new and
"cold" the first rehearsal.
Jim
la
)t
u
s
and Wittenbeaf College.
Ruth,:;
,he ho|id
The
play
"Family
Portrait"
as
Collins as Simon turned in a crediink and icented with the holiday ,^ wor|4 js tedloQl.
Must (if the
pre anted by the University Play- table performance as did Carl
of
in honor
An Honor Roll system is being felted .Esrihan College and Den- chri.tm.. and it. m..n,nf to you. appMmtu, mueh ,„„ri. eompUcsted era was a great success and well Lewis, as Joseph.
I.ois Ifayfield
received. The sets as constructed layed the part of Saliuia and got
worked out whereby former stu- niton University.
than that available her.-. The msst
by Neuman Mabla were the best the most she could out of every
dents or graduates of the UniverDpectrogrsph, sn Instrument frethat he has ever done. Not only
sity in the armed forces will he
quently used, coats as mueh a» w.re they beautiful sets but they line. Joe Freeman as Appius Haable to receive the Bee Gee News
drian was good as the Roman ofJ10.000.
did much to set the mood of the
according to Major J. K. Raney.
ficial.
The work at Bowlinj; (Jreen
play.
Especially fine were the
He requests that the names and!
All in all the play was a hit. It
State 1'niversity is carried on, in
street scene in Jerusalem and the was the best that has been pri
addresses be sent to the registrar's
party, with money provided by a
of the Last Supper.
office at once.
ed on the campus since "Outward
grant-in-aid of research from the
In a cast so large it is impos- Bound." Credit should go to Prof.
The plan. Major Raney said,
Student, of Bowling Green StateI Monday are: Joan Gchelberger, American Association fot; the Ad- sible to give anyone crislit except
will l"t friends of the former stuBlden T. Smith, director of 1'ni1
The grant the best. While everybody turned
dents send them copies of the University are contributing half- Gene Dean. Patricia Schweit/.er. vancement of Science.
versity productions, for it is his
Lawrence Kulil. WSS made to Dr. W. 1
hour
programs
daily
this
week
overiGeorgia
Anderson
in
a
fine
job
there
were
certain
News.
direction and advise that pracstandouts.
First, and foremost tically insures the success of every
Major Raney suggested that itlWFIN, the 1000-watt radio station ; Michael D'Asaro, and John Keown. than a year ago.
was Georgia Anderson as Mary,
would be a good idea for aomejwhich opened Sunday at Findlay. !
During the first
15
minutes'
play.
mother of Jesus. Her performance
group or organization to take I The programs, which start at!Tuesdayi j0hn Keown interviewed VIM Will ^nnnSfir
was one that will be long rememcharge of the plan and develop it. 2:30 p.. m., are being given from Poul Landis, head basketball coach. i'» ¥T HI kjpuiioui
bered on the campus.
Her voice
The cost of the News to members Monday to Thursday, according to Durine the remainder of the perand her interpretation had the
iod, Robert Morgan, Clarence Hoof the armed forces is 40 cents for Prof. Upton Palmer.
audience
under
control
at
all times.
disthe rest of the school year.
The students who read poetry man, and Lawrence Kuhl
Plans for the drive for funds Also outstanding were June Smith!
cussed federal regulation of labor
to be used to aid Chinese and Euro- as Mary Cleophas and Larry Kuhl
unions.
Added impetus was given the
Wed- Ipean students in prison camps have as James. These two presented a
Those participating
in
nesday's program, a dramatization been completed by the YMCA and very good contrast in that the Student Council drive to obtain a
be in full swing under the audience felt a warm glow for the movie projector and sound equipLARRY KUHL IN "IT'S MY OPINION"—"Whether we believe of the novel "Wuthering Heights," will
leadership of Warren Ranslcr, lo- lovable old Mary and nothing but ment with the announcement by
the war necessary or not, the hard facts are that we have a are: Georgia Anderson, Gene Dean, cal WSSF chairman.
disgust for tho stilted and bigoted Masque and Mantle, honorary draJoan Echelberger,
Patricia
battle ahead of us which must be won."
matic society, that it is making
This plan has been adopted each James.
Schweitzer,
John
Keown,
and
While these people occupied most]plans to bring film classics to the
year by the Y on this campus and
BOB SEALOCK IN "MERE MUSINGS"—"We should be willing Lawrence Kuhl.
to serve the flag whenever the time comes, but we must not be The Thursday program has not the students cooperate in raising of the action there were several campus,
The films will be rented from the
a quota with which they may do standouts in the minor roles of the
carried away by crack-brained ideas or wild schemes."
been determined.
t
their part in aiding fellow students play. This was especially true of Museum of Modem Art, in New
HUGH NOTT IN "NOTT MUCH"—"We think it would be a
who are striving to secure an edu- Patricia Schweitzer, as Mary of York, which maintains a library
perfect touch to highlight the Nest walls with a pictoral history
cation under the trying conditions Magdala and Phillip Miles as of outstanding films of the past.
of Bowling Green's athletic rise."
Jesus' younger brother Juda. The Among those films available are
of a world torn by war.
most effective scene in the whole "The Birth of a Nation," "Four
DAVE KROFT IN "MOURNING MALE"—"Lee did not surrender,
play was when Mary explained to Horsemen of the Apocalypse,"
he dropped his sword and Grant picked it up."
Carolyn Shaw Works
Juda that he could not get mar- many outstanding foreign films,
On New P. E. Program ried because his brother was Je-'and several of Lon Chancy's picThree Bowling Green State Unisus.
The young Juda erupted in'tures.
versity students will participate
Miss Carolyn Shaw, associate such a strain of invective against j The project is under the direction
in the third annual National InSecond semester registration schedules set
of
tercollegiate
Discussion
Contest professor of physical education at his older brother that it left the.of a committee consisting
|Georgia Anderson, Gene Dean, and
University forum project organized
sponsored by Tau Kappa Alpha, Bowling Green State University, audience spellbound.
Bobby
Stellar,
son
of
Prof,
and'
Lawrence
Kuhl.
It
has
been
deMixed chorus sings Thursday evening
forensic fraternity, at Detroit dur- is laying the groundwork for a
University gets new CPT charter second semester
ing its convention December 29-31. study of use of the Ohio physical Mrs. Warren E. Stellar, as young ;cided that the first film will be
The students are Robert Morgan, education requirement of 100 min- Daniel was very good in his role.: shown on the 16mm. equipment now
Carmichael will equip room in new infirmary
An interesting sidelight is that | available.
Lawrence Kuhl, and Leland Miesle. utes a week in high schoola.
Basketball team plays Michigan Normal there

Raney Promotes
New Honor Plan

?rK?Hn. r, i'r,',' .I™! n „" «■"«

"""r™'"

°' workers >>»"■ »— *» snslytlcsJ

University Broadcasting
Daily Over New Station

WSSF Fund Drive

What They Are Saying...

Debaters Enter
Detroit Contest

In Today's News...

Group Will Bring
Film Classics Here

Bunn Plans
Registration
Procedures
Dean-Student Conference
Arranged Between
January 7-20
Second-semester registration will vary little in form
from that of a year ago, Registrar John VV. Iltimi anouncsd today.
A schedule of conferences
with deans and other advisers
has been arranged between
January 7 and L'll In order to permit each student to arrange class
schedule and complete registration in the registrar's office by

January 21.
A $1 tine will be assessed students who have failed to complete
registration by January 21.
8econd-semoster (sea may be
paid the cashier the Thursday and
Friday of examination week or delayed until the following Monday.
which is February *-.
Classes will start February 3.
I're-registration conferences include:
LIBERAL ARTS
Students whose names begin
with letters indicated are to report to Dean Overman between
1:30 and 4:30 p. m. on the following days: A-R. Jan. 7; C, Jan. 8;
D-E-F, Jan. 9; G, Jon. 12; HI.
Jan. 13: J-K-I., Jan. 14; MS. Jan.
IB; O-P-Q-R. an. 10; S, Jan. 19;
T-U-V-W-X-Y-Z, Jan. 20.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Students whose
names
begin
with tho letters indicated will n*port to Dean Harshman between
1:30 and 4:30 p. m. on the following days: A-B, Jan. 7; C-D, Jan.
X; B-F-O, Jan. 9; H-I-J, Jan. 12;
K-L, Jan. 13; M-N, Jan. 14; O-PQ-R, Jan. 15; S, Jon. 16; T-U-V.
Jan. 19; and W-X-Y-Z, Jan. 20.
EDUCATION
Students in the College of 'Educstion should refer to the detailed
schedule
of
conference
assignments appearing in the Well.

Vacation To Start
Friday-Not Before
Classes will be held until 5 p. m.
Friday, according to President F.
J. Prout. "This is not a time to
dismiss CII186S earlier than usual,
rather it is a time to ahnlish disruptions of any sort and simply
continue as we have been.11 the
Pri sidenl declared.
Earlier In the week il was rumored thai olassei would be die
missed Friday but the official word
has it thai only students living
of the 160 mile radius from
Howling Green would be dismissed.
{Railroad companies have requested
university officials to dismiss stu
dents living OUtside the above men
tinned area early in order to relieve tin- holiday over-lead which
is greater this year than USUa]
due to the transportation of troops.

Cla-Zel To Hold
Amateur Program
Eighty dollars in prizes and a
chance to appear on a special program over WSPD, Toledo, will be
the award for the winner or winners in the amateur contest being
held by the Cla-Zel Theatre, according to Jack Armstrong, manager.
Seven Friday night elimination
contests will be held with the winners buttling it out in a contest of
champions.
Competition is open to individuals or groups and auditions
may be obtained by filling out the
blank appearing in this issue of
the News.
The shows are being sponsored
by the Hankey Lumber Company.

CJC Will Disuss
Strategic Metals
The Chemical Journal Club tonight will be devoted to a discussion
on certain strategic materials, a
film, and a report on the fermentation industry.
Mr. Howard Sammetinger will
review a recent article on the process
for
preparing
magnesium
'from sea water.
The current issue of "Things of
Science" which is devoted to the ,
minerals u>ed as ores of manganese and aluminum will be discussed by Arthur Gordon.
Manganese is rated as "No. 1 strategic
material" by the War Department.
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it's my opinion

(
By
LAWRENCE
KUHL

By DAVE KROFT

1941

M«!,b«

1942

Associated G)fle6iate Press
■I»III-'IP

pom mATttm

National Advertising Service, Inc.
CMlV PmUtUtm RepretrmUln-r
4IO MADIflON AVI
Niw YOMH N.V.
CikUM ■ Boaron • Lo* •ICIIII ' taa tiucmo

Christmas 1941 finds this country at war
with three powerful countries. Just about a
week and a half ago the Japanese bombed the
Hawaiian Islands, and the next day we declared
war. As was to be expected, we soon were
at war with Germany and Italy. The effect
upon this country was electrifying.
Strikes
were called off. There seemed to be every evidence that the much talked of "national unity"
was here. Yes, even such allegedly dyed in the

"May I print a kiss on your
lips?" he asked.
I nodded my sweet permission.
So we went to press and I rather gUCSS
We printed a large edition!

< »

Courtesy
of
Sonny "Arkansas" Barbier . . . "Lee
SUIT MceU Every Wednesday at 7 p. m. did NOT surrender.
He dropped
Office in Administration Building;. Phone 2631 his sword and Grant picked it up."
STAFF

w o o I isolationists
as
Wheeler and Fish vied
Kith <-ach other to demonstrate the patriotic
fervor which had suddenly caused them to see
the light.
In the past the opinion has been expressed
in this column that our
participation in this war
is unnecessary, that the
United States should remain
aloof from the
squabbles of the
t the world. With the
outbreak of war, the writer's stand ha. "i"
course been revised to some degree. I should
like to devote tins eolumn to expressing my
opinion on the matter.

« »

Editor-ln-Chicf
-.
- Richard Dunipace
Did you hear about the drunk
415 West Wooster St.
Phone 2452
elephant who saw pink Frank
Bucks?
Business ManaKcr
Max Hunke
Thanks to my pal
Kohl Hall—Phone 8121
Larry for the following noble conHugh Nott tribution:
Managing Editor
I raised my hand . . .
Associate Editors
Dave Kroft, Larry Kuhl
The teacher said "No!"
Sports Editor
Don Cunningham
Fooled her that time . . .
Society Editor
Martha Wulrath
Didn't have to go.
Columnists
Jo True, Bob Sealock, Betty Toy
« >
Artists
Jane Grnbman, Jack Wilhelm
"Unfrock a lady and you may
fi .-i*l rasher ry-colored lingerie—or
News Reporters—
i.r.i.'i I'letscbaun
Prank Alexander
misty |rMD Of dull bint)."
Msrlsi
Bell
Knur. Roehte
— Vogue
Itnh HiTtirill
Dorothj
Ann
Salisbury
p/slter ItutK
Or a slap in the faeo.
M Baatter
Irene CM
lv.t Krhwellser
—The Bditov
llarrvonne n«rk
Holler! ".perk
ItiMli II inlliiir
She—But
remem.IHIII.H Sitlllmn
Mti Ihrls
Ann K- ■ I,
Mar) Jean I inn. ii.r
ber my modesty!
fliii'lnli Kintiri:"
llorla Torrej
He—Oh, yeah—remember?
I ...I - Mn > ll.-l«l
llorolhi Wolfe
Perry Shilti
Advertising Manager
Ad Solicitors—
M m.
I'hirk
Intivl 11.ill in.v. r
Mir. I i II li.-l-l.T
Vim Kn.ll
liiity ii lenongfc
Marilyn Trover
Circulation Manager
Eugene Skora
Assistants
Al Harmon, Dale llcOmber
Bocrotary
Pauline Aeschliman
The

opinion*

expressed

in

the

signed

columns of Ihit paper are those off the columlilll themselves, and do not reflect the policy
of thin paper.

Students Can Achieve
A Greater Patriotism
The rapidity with which Ihe flame of the
world'* uncontrolled total war engulfed the
United States, while leaving our countrymen
filled with indignation, tlio left them a-lonitshed and bewildered. Even yet. iomf do not
quite roaliie the »mrin< <-. Buffering and bloodshed that will be thru»t upon ui if the war ■■
to be pursued to a Buccestful conclution.
The questions of whether the foreign policy
of the adminiitration should have been altered
to keep ua from the intanglementa into which
we found our Ship of State drifting! or
whether we should have appeased the Trouble
Makers are now dead issues.
Isolationists
and Interventionists are pulling together in
one gigantic war effort.
We now present a
united front. Our Country Right or Wrong.

From the joke eolumn in University of Arizona*! "Wildcat." we
repeat the following:
"Bowling
Green university, Bowling Green,
Ohio, sends us the following items.
Ohio students laugh at them."
Kditor's note: .lust how .should
we take that?
€ >
Mama,
do
angels
have wings?"
"Yes, dear," replied the mother.
"And can angels fly, mama?"
Yes, dear."
"Daddy said nurse was an angel
last night.
When will .he fly?"
"T o m o r r o w,"
replied
the
mother.
c »
If she looks young
she's old.
If she looks old
she's young.
If she looks hack
follow.
€ >

Motto of the weak:
Late to bed and early to rise.
Keeps your room mate from
wearing your ties.

< >
"Stand behind your lover," said
the .Scotchman to his unfaithful
wife, "I'm going to shoot you
both."

< >

Dear Dad:
Gue$$ what
need moSt of all.
That'S right.
You gue$$ed it.
The question immediately arises then of Send Soon.
how we, as college students, can best aid our
Your Son
country in its battle against Japan, Germany,
And then came the reply . . .
and Italy and the evils of totalitarianism that
we recognise them to represent: how can we Dear NOrman:
NOthing ever happens.
We
best shoulder our share of the burden to preserve the cardinel virtues of the democratic both kNOw you like school. Write
way of life that we see beig threatedem how us aNOther letter.
ArNOId was
can we do our bit toward realising a lasting asking about you Monday.
NOw
peace from the chaos of today's war-torn we must say goodbye.
world?
The GoverNOr
Utilising our power of rationalism, we find
that we must remain calm and collected in this
crisis.
An uncontrolled hysteria could well
frustrate the best planning. We must weigh
our potentialities and direct our efforts where
By JO TRUK
they will do the most good.

One At A Time

The patriotism that has been displayed by
our fellow students who have rushed to the
defense of the colors, is to be complimented
and praised However, it would seem that college students could well show their patriotism
in a manner that could be more beneficial to
their country than shouldering a musket and
taking a place in the firing line

WE MADE OUR CHOICE
I ihouH Uke to state Aral that I believe the
war was unrieeesaary. The United States was

< >

In Francis Ruth, (better known
an Bubbles, probably for his effervescent personality,) we find a shy
little lad whom we think you ought
to know about.

He

goes

about

doing quite revolutionary things, in

Would it not be more patriotic if the col- his own small way, such as being
lege men, if allowed to do so, would finish the only boy for lo, these many
the training that would qualify them to answer industry's crying need for technicians years, to threaten this reporter.
and managers to keep the expanded war enEnough of the
terprise at top efficiency? If America's profun-poking—.
duction is to be tripled or quadrupled as some
Francey iR a soauthorities predict, in order to make the
United States truly the arsenal of the Demciology major, with
ocracies, many new plants and facilities must
intentions of getbe built. 'In a war in which it takes 16 men
ting into criminal
at home to supply one in tbe field there will
be many new positions to fill.
College men,
nw and eventualbecause of their training, can fill them.
ly the F. B. I. He
is a member of the
Similarly, if present plans for the registration of the men between the ages of 18 and
Commoners'
Fra64 are carried out and if the proposed army Franci. Ruth ternity, the YMof seven million men is organised there will
be a definite need for officers. Present regu- CA, and editor of the Key. (Andl
lations require that a four-year college degree we nrr going to have one this |
is necessary to gain admittance to the officer's year.)
training schools.
Undoubtedly these regulaHe made the quite startling
tions will be lowered in the near future to tatement that he's never, in his
allow college men with less work completed
whole life, been angry' but once,
to become eligible for officer's
training.
Wouldn't it be more patriotic to make use of and that time his father threw cold
Since then
an existing ability of leadership and thereby water on his face.
be able to help direct the nation's successful Bubbles has always had a suppressed desire to do likewise when
war effort.
hi' sees someone blowing off steam.
After World War I there was a great lack The only other things he really
of trained professional men in the United doesn't like are bird feathers and
States. Public health and safety was put in
girls' stockings that bag at the
jeopardy because there were too few doctors,
lawyers and other trained men to carry the knees.

No Fires Or Murders But
Campus Cop Is Satisfied
Mis Job is purely routine with
no burglaries, murders, or fires.
Unexciting!
Wayne doesn't think
so.
His work here has been the
most interesting of his career. lie
likes contact with college atudenta;
they are a great source of benefit
Wayne a duties are extensive; he to him.
And he's very versatile.
For a
plays nursemaid to I MM) student-.
While interviewing him, live people year, he had a campus hand, under
came in with live different prob- the name of Wayne William. You
lems. Wayne helped them all. from may not know it. but we have a
a broken desk ajustment. to a trumpet tooling night walehnian.
locked door. He is on the building Just ask him to get out that old
He give
maintenance here, and he checks horn for you sometime.
the buildings at night; perhaps you UP the band five years ago, and he
has
been
connected
with
the
Unihave come in contact with him in
Wayne
one dark corner or another, even versity for four years
though he quite gratifyingly In- often says that if he stays around
formed me that he was not troubled | here long enough he'll get a college education.
by many "necking" couples.

You know him; I know him; and
you like him; I like him.
He's
everybody's friend, from the lowliest freshman to the most dignified
senior. lie is the nocturnal policeman, better known as the "night
cop," Wayne Canfleld.

Flunk Marks Juggled In
Registrar's Grading Set-Up
Grades of "F" will be figured in
commencement standings for the
first time in Juno, the Executive
Committee of Howling Green State
University announced today. Previously the registrar's office had
not included failures in the final
rating.
The mark "I" (incomplete) will
replace "IIW" (grnde withheld).
This mark is given when, for some
acceptable reason, a student fails
to take the final examination or
to meet some other definite requirement in a course.

Announcements
For The Week

When a student withdraws from
a course with the permission of the
B. E. Majors and Minor. . . .
dean of his college, the course is The regular meeting of Quill Type
marked "W" (withdrawn), "WP" is scheduled for tonight at 7 in the
(withdrawn passing), or "WF" P. A. Auditorium.
(withdrawn failing).
Worker. Needed ... All boys
A student's point average is obinterested in attending school part
tained by dividing the total number
time and working in a machine
of points earned by the total numshop should see Prof. E. C. Powell
ber of semester hours undertaken. this week.
Courses in which the marks "S"
Intramural Baskeball , . . Any(given .for satisfactory work in
physical education), "W," or "WP" one wishing to play on a "Y" inare recorded are omitted in figur- tramural basketball team, contact
ing the point average.
However, Mike Marko or sign up in the
"Well."
"F" and "WF" will be figured.
YM - YW . . . The combined
The mark "I" (incomplete) can
be replaced by another grade by YM-YW meeting which is the
Christmas
Worship Service, will
making up the deficiencies to the
satisfaction of the instructor. Un- be conducted in the Rec Hall,
less an extension of time is granted Thursday at 7 p. m.
"Frenchies" . . . Members of
by the dean, an "I" cannot be removed after 90 days.
Formerly Beta Pi Theta will meet in the Rec
Hall tonight at 8, for initiation of
a semester was allowed.
A student who withdraws with new members.
permission before the end of the
ninth week of a semester is marked
"W" in all courses.
After the
ninth week he is marked "WP" or
"WF," according to whether he
was failing or passing at mid-semester.
At the end of each semester, any
student whose point average for
the semester falls below 1.30 will
be placed on probation for one semester.
If his point average for
the next semester falls below 1.30
he will be ineligible to register for
the succeeding semester.
Such a
student may re-enter the University after a one-semester lapse if
the dean of the college in which he
is enrolled believes he will do satisfactory work.

Francey's hobbies, outside of
driving his father's Buicks (that
new convertible job is all right,
too!) are target shooting and travelling. He's done a lot of the latter, having been to Canada, Mexico, the West Coast, and Maine. The
most enjoyable, however, waa a
trip made to New Orleans; interThe University advertising class
esting because of its historical as- is entering the C. S. A. contest
pects.
being sponsored by Boston UniBubbles does so want to learn versity, according to Prof. A. F.
Bn calm, weigh your potnntinlitins, formuto
boogie—why
doesn't
some
nice
Shalk.
late your conviction,, if they dictate to you
The contest consists of criticism,
to join up, join up, but remember tbat in your girl administer those six easy leaWe might add that he'a suggestions, and advice about adability to complete your specialised training sons?
there i. a patriotism that can serve your, been seriously attached only one* vertising material. Prises are becountry far better In tbo long run.—RO
just (or sales talk.
ing offered to the winners.
burden. The reconstruction period that will
follow this debacle will present a challenging
demand for doctors and lawyers a* well as
economists, political scientists, and men advanced in the theory of government and finance to lead the country out of the depression and liquidation that is bound to follow.
Haven't we had enough government by paper
hangers and blacksmiths? Isn't the need for
trained men apparent? Surely, it is patriotism
of the highest degree to fit one self to meet
this crisis.

After the regular registration
day, all schedule changes must be
approved by the dean and the stu
dent assessed a fee of 50 cents.
Registrar John W. Burnt said the
new grading marks were used on
the tuid-.senie.sler reports sent two
weeks ago to the parents of students with one or mere "F's."

With opening of hostilities the hopes, ambitions and fears that we all had wen- washed
BWaj and we were left with nothing in which
to sink .uir teeth.
We are in a curious situatlon.
There has never bam any attempt to
educate us in the proper behavior in such an
I'lui'ivejncy.
Since it is new to us anil since
there is no prescribed method of behavior,
there are bound to he some "casualtii^." There
will be those that will rush off the deep end
and do something for
which later they may be
sorry.
Now it is not my purpose lo advocate that you
should not enlist.
But
what I urn saying, or
trying to say. is that before we do such a thing
we
should
stop
and
think a moment if it is
■jgSpijthe thinng that we want
The question
to
do.
■earns to be "How can
We serve our country best?" The answer as
1 -II- il is to wait and see what is wanted of
us before we jump at conclusions.
Keeping
our wits about us in times like these is easier
said than done. However, it is the least that
we, as college people can do.
There is a need for just such persons.
Namely, those that can remain cool in emergencies; who can objectively stand off and
figure out the problem. It is just such a person that can in the long run be of most service
For the man who can see where the
weedaiossj is can do his part to fill in the gap
and by so doing be of infinite more service to
his country than the one who is swept away.
There was a song a few years ago about fools
rushing in.
Let us not be fools. Let tis do
our country the most good by going where
we are most needed.

PATRIOTISM DEFINED
There are some who would say that such
a policy ia unpatriotic.
Quite the contrary.

Since its founding in
1802.
United States Military academy
has admitted 23,032 cadets, including foreigners, and has graduated 12,861.

Wrhat then, should be our policy in regard
to the war? It seem- to me there is only one
sensible course to follow. Now we have a war
on our hands. We must do all possible to insure our winning the war as quickly as possible. Whether we believe the war neceaaary
or not, the hard facts are that we have a battle ahead of us which must be won.
Lei us
hope that it can be won soon, and let us hope
that this time we really will learn a lesson.

Kroft to repay him more

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

Some kind of a parking stand for campus
bicycles . . . we've still got a pair of sore
knees from dsshing down the Ad building
steps Isst evening, tripping over one, and
landing about two-thirds of the way across
the Circle ... we think it would be a perfect
touch to highlight the Nest walls with a pic-

By
BOB
SEALOCK

It is not patriotism that leads people to rath
Mindly Into such I thing but rather a false
conception of romance and the adventure of
war. This, as wo will recognize, is foolhardy.
There is no romance to war; there are no fair
ladies to be rescued; there is only a job to be
done and its in any other Job it will require
a keen, clear mind and a firm purpose. So let
us, as intelligent people, be conservative; let
us weigh the situation before we rush in. For
these is a great deal to lie lost by unintelligent behavior when the mind of every man
should be most active.
Earlier in this column I mentioned patriotism.
1 said that it is not rushing blindly
into (UCh things.
I firmly believe this.
If
it were not true in past wars it certainly is
now. For this is not like any other war. It
ia not a war of man power but rather a war
of technology. It is not soldier versus soldier
but rather tank against tank, plane against
plane. Wouldn't it be better for us who have
had the advantages of further schooling to
complete that schooling? Wouldn't it be better to become specialized, to better aid in the
development of new machines that will make
us superior to those we fight? Wouldn't this
in the long run be more patriotic?
THIS IS OUR DUTY
Now this is what I believe to be true. We
should first get as much education as possible.
We should do what we can for our country* in
what ever way we can. We should be willing
to serve the flag whenever the time comes,
but we should not be carried away by crackbrnin ideas or wild schemes. There is a job
to be done. We will all, as young men and
women, find some task to be done. There will
be plenty of work for all of ua to do, yet let
us prepare ourselves for this work.
Let us
be intelligent for in times like these it is the
greatest virtue.
If we can keep our heads,
work and have faith in our cause all the
powers on earth can not defeat us and we will
be able to share in the greater riches of those
who will inherit the earth.

nott much
Notice: Whoever writes letters to the Editor on News copy paper might have the decency and courage to sign his or her name to
the letter, rather than hiding behind the
cowardly device of anonymity ... we don't
object to criticism ... we invite it . . . that's
the whole purpose of our Letters to the Editor column . . . Kohl Hall apparently has
spawned a loan shark of the foulest specie,
for Jim "Call me Moc" Miller is forcing Dave

(

The leaders of our country believed that
the eoat of war is not too great a price to
pay for the defense of Knglaml. the chance
to reestablish Poland and the other vanquished
democracies, and the chance to attempt netting
up a new order in Europe. I believe the cost
too great. The choiee. however, has been made
and can not be changed now.

mere musings

than a rock and a half
More Basketball ... All entries
at the rate of one cent a
for intramural basketball teams
day . . . that's low . . .
must be in by 5 this afternoon.
After each member on the team
speaking of Kohl Hall,
roster has been checked by Dr.
the lads over there rate
Brown, the team list should be
a flock of posies for their
taken to him for his signature.
super
leather-lunged
Honorary Educator. . . . There
cheering at basketball
will be a meeting of Kappa-Delta
games . . . it's probably
Pi tonight at 8:15 in 200 A. Panel
the result- of warbling
discussion on the topic, "How Edu"Happy birthday to you"
cation Courses Can Be Made More
six or eight times a day
Practical," will be conducted by
. . . however, the genuine
Mr. Paul W. Scheid, Miss Ruby LeVier, Rosemary
Patterson, and orchid of the week goes to Georgia Anderson
for her magnificent job in the "Portrait" . . .
Paul Becher.
•
Intramural Managers ... A for three years we've been waiting for a comdinner for intramural managers pletely polished emotional actress . . . and
will be held at Kohl Hall at 5:1)0 she's it, for our money . . . but Neuman Mahla
Thursday evening.
The
winter and his staff deserve a duplicate orchid for
program and assignments will be that perfect "Last Supper" reproduction.
discussed.
Recorded Concert . . . Sorry,
no recorded concert this week.

not trying to avoid war. By continuing our
aid to Britain, we virtually served a declaration of war on Germany and Italy.
The
United States was not trying to avoid war by
attempting to dictate the policies of Japan in
the Far East.
Now, understand, I am not
making the flat, unequivocal statement that
this policy is wrong, that it is one of the greatest betrayals in our history, or anything of the
sort. I am merely trying to point out that if
we did certain things, war was inevitable. The
leaders of our country believed those things
necessary to the safety of our country, I do
not.

HUGH
NOTT

torial history of Bowling Green's athletic rise
. . . conservatively, of course . . . for example,
large plaques bearing the names of major
sports captains since the University's founding . . . perhaps wooden framed squad pictures might harmonize with the chestnut walls
. . . one or two award plaques or cups over
the mantel wouldn't hurt the atmosphere of
the place, either ... at any rate, it is a possible project well worth looking into . . . don't
you think?
WHAT PRICE ADVERTISING
For some weeks a number of students have
consistently complained about the acreage of
space in the Bee Gee News devoted to advertising . . . we're awfully easy to get along
with, but it's things like that which make us
sore ... of course you don't like to see half
a page eaten up by advertising . . . but neither
do we ... if our advertising revenue was not
forthcoming, there wouldn't be any papers
after the last of March . . . because the money
which you pay in your activity fees doesn't
go very far toward publishing a weekly paper
at nearly a hundred dollars a throw . . . the
rest of the money must be contributed by local advertisers, solicited by student ad men,
in order to give you your paper ... if the activities fee were raised so that advertising
would not be a necessary space absorbant, the
cry would be even louder and longer ... in
other words, don't bring your complaints to
us . . . for as long as the activities fees do
not cover the expense of publishing your
paper ... we must have advertising ... or
do we sound like a lawyer again? . . . anyway,
this column sincerely wishes all of you a very
merry Christmas and we hope, a happy New
Year.
..

. ,/i
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Swimmers Go To Oberlin; Cagers Invade Ypsilanti
Cage Entries
Coxmen Strive For Win
Against Veteran Yeomen For IM Play

Due Today

Sophomores Carry The Hopes Of Brown And
Orange In Crane Pool; Kent State Will Open
Play In Three, Perhaps
Home Meets Early In January
Four Leagues Starts
The Falcon natators meet the Oberlin swimming team
After Vacation
Friday in their second contest of this season. The Yeomen
have one victory so far this year as they beat Slippery Rock Intramural basketball enlast week. The Brood swimmers will be out to break into tries should bo handed in to
the win column, having lost to Case in the first meet.
the intramural office before
Coach Bob Keefe's Yeomen are slated for a great season 5:30 this afternoon. A number of teams have already
this year. Two of their mainstays*
in the dashes are Hugh and Johnsigned up, according to Director Paid K. I.andis and at
ny Richards, brothers, who made Scientists Win
least three leagues will be
Ana showings last year.
Gordy;

Year Vet f B-W Host To Brown and Orange Five
Glandermen
Meets Hurons Thursday
For Mat Go Ohio Conference Champions Will See Action Here
Glandermen To Seek First
Win Against B-W
Wrestlers
Bowling: Green's grunt "nil
groan performers will engage
in their seeond match of I he
season on Thursday afternoon
when they meet the BTapplera
from Baldwin-W alia e e in
Berea. This match was previously scheduled for the local
gym hut was tranafered to the
Berea campus because of hotter

Over Coxmen In
Swim Opener

formed. If enough teams arc enGalloway, Herb Ilansen. and Norm!
tered in tin1 independent or houseBanghart are three more Yeomen
dorm league, there will be another
vatarani who an- back in top form'
group playoff.
Team managers
this year. Harry Hamilton and'
[must
see that each name listed on
Dana Haigh. sophomores, are two. Falcon
Meremen Cop the roster
is checked by Dr. \V. II.
free stylers who are making a
Four Firsts In
Brown.
No entries, will be ac
place for themselves among the
copied unless all llanies have been
48-27 Defeat
Oberlin swimmers.
so cheeked.
Finished Third
Coach Build Cox's Falcon merIn the diving events the Yeomen
The war scale seemed to have
are not quite so fortunate a- their men lost their opening swim meet hit the volleyball leagues last week.
two aces of last year's campaigns. of the year to Case 48 lo J7 ill a judging from the forfeits. In the
Art Cecil and Jim l.eedy are not meat last Saturday
the Cleve J fraternity league the Commoners'
with them Ihis season. However, lander's pool.
forfeited to the Beta (•anuila Up
Bob Warren and Bill Farouhnr
The Scientist* won live of the siloli and Delhi beat Five Brothers.
have done notable work in filling nine events with Keidel winning In the house dorm league Delhi.
Hie gap.
•
two of them. Keidel won in the house forfeited to the Samsonites
In their tirst loss of tin- season 60-yard tree style and the 100- and tWO games were not played bei,, Case the Coxmen looked good yard free style. Other firsts were CSUSe of double forfeits. The learns
hut have a few difficulties t,o iron w„„ for Case by Fuller in the dlv- ace expected to be back in the scrap
out. The medley team, composed ing event; Kiehmand in 440-yard n. \t round.
of Bob Osthlmer, hack stroke; Hill free stylo; and the 100-yard relay
Fraternity hand ball is in full
Hsrdman, breast stroke; and Han composed of Mlynko, Tnideau, Pof- swing with the Commoners' down
ny Glenn, free style, came up to fenberger, and Keidel.
ilig Beta (lamina Upsilon, 8-lj and
expectations and showed promise
,,.„,,
Green Delhi sinking Five Brothers 4-1.
S|:irk
Howling
of collecting many points this MS , .,,,,,,.„.,,-,.. cptured two lints and
son. John Mark, by taking two , s,.,.„n(| f(„. „ ,,„.,, |pf „
„s
,„-,... .bowed he may be depended ,„ his (irsl ,„l,,.l,K„,, MV-m „„.,.,
on as a mam point-gettor this sea- IUm|nl.„, „,,„,,.,,, .,„„,,„.,. firKt
s
""place for the Falcons and the 800
Lo.. Aea Diem
,,,.,,„ ,.,,,„,,„,„.,, „f 0s.
yard „.,
Oberlin. on* of the Big Three l)lim,,r Hafdmwi| .„„, ,,,,,„,
Coach Warren Steller has Issued
of Ohid Conference swimming in tim.(, „,,. oth),r fir., |iu.(, h(m(lI.
past years, placed third in last
his first call for all men Interested
l.iw
Fine
Account
year's conference meet being downin tumbling, ami those that have
Coach Cox remarked that the not contacted him yet may do so
ed by Kenyon and Case who finishswim
members
gave
a
fine
account
ed first anil second, respectively.
by reporting to the Men's Gym
of themselves even though the pool every afternoon at 4 p. m.
was strange to them.
Pete Stanford and l.nrry llorton
HEY,
Swimming in the 440-yard free are the only members left from last
HEADING FOR HOME?
style Stark led Richmand, Case year's team thus forcing Coach
swimmer, all the way and was Steller to find new tumblers. Bill
Scart right ami easy! Send your
nosed out by a few scant inches HoUapfcl, who was counted on
luw>:c r»uru1-mp by trusty, lowon the last lap.
highly for performances this year,
OOM R Alt WAY Hxriit-vs. and take
your train with peace of mind.We
Danny Glenn, also swimming for will be lost to the team. He has
pick-up and deliver, remember,
his first time, did a fine bit of joined the swimming team and is
it no extra charge within out regswimming in the 300-yard relay. serving as the team's driver.
ular vehicle limits in all cities and
Hardman took first in the 200There have been many calls
pniu i pal towns. You merely phone
yard breast stroke. Holzaepfel a from nearby schools for tumbling
in the diving event and also performances and Coach Stellar
RAI l .WA\&I •: \ Pit i: s s third
a third in the 60-yard free style, is working hard to develop a team
and Gorbcy a third in the 100- to fill these engagements.
PerNATION WIDI -All Al> SIIVICI
yard free style. Osthimer man- formances will be given during the
aged a third in the 440-yard free half-time of the varsity basketball
style and also swam on the win- game.
ning 300-yard relay team.

Steller To Direct
Tumbling Program

HOLLAND DAIRY
Special ice cream bricks

Wishes you
a
Very Merry Christmas
and a
Prosperous New Year

Notes From The
Northeast
Corner
By BETTY TOY

Don Mason, former Bowling
Green high school star, is now
playing his third year as a member of the Falcon cage squad.

Falcons Defeat
Kent For Initial
Conference Win
Kish And Tucker Star
In Exciting Cage
Battle
Coach Paul
I.andis' Falcon
roared On to then third : I
victory at the expense of Kent
State University Saturday night
when' they handed Coach Rosey
Stam's quintet a 88 to 84 defeat
in the University gymnasium.
Mike Kistl led the Falcon- to
their third victory by pumping in
13 points. During the first three
minutes of the game Mike had the
crowd on its feet as he looped in
seven points. Dcwcy Johnson followed Kish in the scoring column
by caging seven points.
The previous night Kent suffered a 6R to 27 defeat at the hands
of Toledo University, and Joe
Price, highly touted forward, looped in 20 of his team's points. The
Falcons defense was found hard
to penetrate by the Flashes and
their ace scorer Price was held to
but three points. Tucker diil the
heavy scoring for Kent by marking
up 13 points while Feduniak followed him with nine markers.
At half-time the score stood IK
to 11 in favor of the Falcons but
Kent tied the score at the beginning of the second half. The Falcons went into the lead and held
their slim margin the remainder of
the game.
Bob Ertley, sophomore guard,
started his first college game
against the Flashes and dropped
in five points.

On January 9; Baldwin-Wallace Also
Slated For Early 1942 Game
The Brown and Orange cagers of Bowling Green will
earn a three game winning streak into the Wolverine state
mi Thursday evening when liny invade Ypsilanti to meet the
Michigan Normal Hurons. This will lie their linal engatremenl until Mount Union puts in Its appearance in University Gym on January 0.

Last year the Huron- downed •
the Falcon, In what was probably Ohio team last Mason. Other Purlin- most exciting game of the tea- pie Raiders who will iee action aro
son when Shads of Ypsilanti drop Itaughman. Schlott, Dewitt, lleasped In a last seeond folder to win ion, and Cope,
40-39, Two years ago theiLandli
Wallace Yellow
The
Mal,lwin
facilities.
men pounded out a 89-28 win over Jacketa W,M fa,v ,h,. ,,.,,,,„„ ,„
The Brown and Orange matmen the Normal lads on the Michigan „„.ir „,,,.,„„, ,..,„„. Ilf „„. ,„.w V1..lr_
came OUt of the Ohio U. match
,
, , .
This game is scheduled for the
with a lot of experience which ''""''•
I he Hurons opened their season „,.,.,.., ,.,„„., „„ .,.„,„.irv ,2
Jh(.
should make a difference in the last week with a 29-28 victory over
Brown .„„, orange defeated Ray
B W match. Pete Stanford. N< " Hope College of Michigan. Th Watt's hasketeers last year on the
ton Hates, anil Elvie Fhonhnk were linen and Whit.- will have three
local court by a 41-88 -core.
the outstanding performon for of last year's starters hack in unl
The Jackets have the salne team
the Glandermen in the match form this season Co captains Hoh
againal the Bobcats, Hates was Helmets and Kay Kontrymowlci hack for this Raaaon'a play. This
the only Falcon rente tant lo win arc the mainstays in the Huron lisl includes Jack Ohei-t. one of
his match when he tossed the 1 la lineup. Heiiials is a guard while the 1 lading scorers in the Ohio Conference. Paul Adams, all-Ohio from
pound Bobcat grappler.
Kontrymowicx handles tin- center
Helmets specializes ill Newark two years ago. Bill I'altoii,
Baldwin-Wallace opened their position.
Stan Kulwicki. ami Hob Rice, A
wrestling season on Friday eve- set shots from the sale court.
newcomer to the Jackets' lineup
.SI,..,I., Back Again
ning when they fell before the
will he sophomore Joe Carlo. CarShada. .VI" guard, who spelled
strong Findlny team 10 0. Find
lo tapped in 14 counters in tho
lay won all the matches by fall or defeai for the Falcon; last year Waltnicn's opener in which they
forfeit. The Jackets were minus will again he hack at one of the
handed Heidelberg a 44-21 spankthe services of hoth their 121 anil guard spots. Shada handles the ing.
! IB pound men hut tliev are ex hall nicely and is certainly a
II.> scored II
peeled to he ready for Thursday's "clinch" player.
points in the 1940 game.
action.
John Granti — i*> pound center,
Coaeh Glandar witnessed the
STUDENTS!!
B \V Findlay match and puts the is also a veteran. Grant towers
Falcons on even terms with the three inches over the six foot mark
If you ;uv going home by hu",
Yellow Jackets, Hates and Stan and can use his height to advando not lYrtrct to ni.ikr your
i'oiin«M*iioi's ut
ford are expected to meet Iwo of tage. Other veterans are Cullin,
Alteon,
and
I.angel
loan
Pete Bornio'l tougher matmen
Joachim Heads Squad
while Cheater Sak. who wrestles
ill the heavyweight division will
Mount Union. Ohio Conference
have a good match on his hands. champions last year, will bring a
Khenhak is also slated on even veteran team here for the January
9, engagement.
Leading the ex,
terms with his opponent.
Corner U ouster and Main
perienced squad will be Charles
"Pappy" Joachim. Joachim is a
MF-RRY CHRISTMAS
center who won a berth on the all

LLOYD'S DRUG
STORE

Bobcat Grapplers
Toss Falcons, 35-5

With the matmen of Ohio University grabbing victories in all
matches but one the Falcon wrestlers dropped their initial meet in
intercollegiate competition Friday
35-5 at Athens.
The total of the Glanderman
points came as the result of "Red"
Bates pinning his opponent. Only
one other Falcon wrestler escaped
being pinned, that was little Petey
Stanford. His match was lost by
a decision. The Falcon squad was
led hy co-captains L. V. F.bcnheick and Danny Marazon. Wrestling for the Brown and Ornnge
were Stanford, Bloom, Bates, Burin.
Harris, Kbenheick, Sak, Marazon
and two Freshmen, Bollard and
Bloker.
The matmen continue their quest
for a victory when they entertain
the grapplers of Baldwin Wallace
Thursday on the B.-W. mat

Basketball season will start immediately after Christmas vacation for all girls intrested. PhylMr. and Mrs. H. L. Brubaker
lis Fauble, head of basketball,
proprietors
would like all who are intending
to participate to sign up for either
By DON CUNNINGHAM
Monday or Wednesday or Tuesday
or Thursday at 4 p. m. before Friday. Teams will be formed and
Who are some of Bowling Green's outstanding athletes of several
the tournament will begin after
years ago? If this question aa asked to some of the present members
the holidays.
of the student body, you could rest assured that there would be few
Today and Tomorrow
The last Iwo volleyball games that could repeat the names of some Falcon greats.
Only a "Skylark" could love
We honor these fellows during their collegiate play with black headof the season will be played this
two men and have them both
afternoon at 4 p. m. The Rovers, lines and loud hands of applause but after their last game or match
love it!
captained by Peg Benroth, are they become forgotten men. I would like to see future Bowling Green
undefeated. Mary Alice Penton, students looking back on our athletes of today with honor and respect.
The
head of volleyball, wishes to thank
everyone who helped to make suc- MY PROPOSITION
screen's
In order to carry this wish to a reality I would like to propose
cessful this season of volleyball.
that pictures of our outstanding sthletes not only in the major sports
funniest
Those teems who are striving but in ALL sports, be framed and placed in the Falcon's Nest. Better
romance I
for first place notch in the South yet. let us add squad pictures and printed tabulations of records of outGym Badminton Tournament will standing seasons or achievements.
The cost of carrying out this project would be very small. Already
play this afternoon are Marg
Craig, Helen Strobe!, Betty John- the publicity department has pictures of the individuals and teams for
son, versus the tesm of Lois Kock- the last few seasons. If these could be enlarged so ss to be viewed with
laun, Lois Bently, and Maryvonne ease from a short distance and the art department would donate their
Clark. In the North Gym League time and service in making largo copys of the records and other charts,
the combine of Peg Benroth, Alice this proposed measure could be carried out every year.
Brown, Martha Rataiczak, and
Mary Wood are a full game ahead UNTIL THAT TIME
of the second place team.
I don't want to make the Nest an art museum but I do believe that
it would not only add to the color of the entertainment center but would
prove interesting to visitors and returning alumni.
Solves Double Trouble In "Skylark"
So until Bowling Green js fortunate enough to have a trophy room
for the honoring of former athletes let us look at our great footballers,
hasketeers, tracksters, swimming, wrestlers, golfers, and baseballers
from the walls of the Nest.

The Tower club at Ohio State
University is a cn-nporativc dormitory built under the seats of the
stadium,
Minnesota WCTU has asked the
Minneapolis city council to prohibit sale of beer within a mile of
the University of Minnesota.
MERRY CHRISTMAS
and
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
from

CHRISTtTIOS^S^

THE CORNER
NEWSTAND

from

THE GAS CO.

Falcon Facts

HARM'S
ICE CREAM CO.
PHONE 7441

from

CROSBY'S
Claudette

from the
HE'S RUNNING FOR A

'S CLUB

GIANT
HAMBURGER

Christmas Greetings
from

^^owa^IrS^

ENTRY BLANK

CLA-ZEL THEATRE AMATEUR SHOWS

1&&

I am
We appreciate every opportunity
we can get to serve you!

•»
When Two Caye
like Ray Miltand and
Brian Aherne both
propose to you and

Went Your Hand
take your time and don't
let them tear you apart
to force your decision

Just Crown 'em

And Then Decide

like Claudette Colbert does For further details
so that you think things out see "Skylark" now
clearly without interference showing at Cla-Zel.

yrs. old.

How many persons in act?

Type of act
(describe in detail)

LEHMAN'S
DOBBS

ARROW
SHIRTS

I wish to make application to appear on your shows

Merry Christmas to All!

DRY CLEANING

HATS

Name

Address

Shows sponsored by Hankey Lumber A Building Co.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
If you tear your clothesbring them to

GREINER SHOP
For that special Christmas
hair-do

CREATIVE BEAUTY
SHOP
Thia
30c
pair
than
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coupon presented with
will clean and press a
of trousers, skirt (less
four pleats) or sweater

Home Laundry and
Dependable Cleaners

SPECIAL TODAY!!
Turlcry (linm-r with all
the trimminirs 86c

ISALY'S
MERRY CHRISTMAS

- MONTY'S
BEAUTY SHOP

Whitehoiue
Hamburger

Dinner will be served until
3:00 p. m. Xmu day

LOWIENS TEA
ROOM

We cater to private parties

B.C. Faculty To Travel
Over Christmas Vacation
Dr. Edwin G. Kneppcr, professor
Several Bowling Green State
University faculty members will of business education, also will
attend meetings of educational as- participate in this discussion.
Dr. J. E. Weber, assistant prosociations during the two-week
Christmas holiday, which will start fessor of chemistry, plans to visit
his sister in Orlando, Fla., and reFriday.
Dr. Gay W. Allen, associate pro- turn in time to attend the Organic
cessor of English, will participate Chemistry Symposium December
at Indianapolis December 31 in a 29-80 at the University of Michpanel discussion of the American igan.
1
Smith Attends Sonvention
Language Association, which also
Elden T. Smith, assistant prowill be attended by Dr. Cecil L.
f "F speech, will attend in DeItcw. ittootatc professor of foreign language, and Dr. Allen If, troit December 28-30 the convention
of the National Associaiton
Hays and l>r. Paul P. I.eeilv, asnf Teachers of Speech.
sistant professors of Hughs'
Dr. Halph C llarshmun, dean
Three Bowling Green faculty
nemben will be active in Cohrai of the College of Business Adminbus January 2-9 at the Ohio Edu- istration, and his family expects
to spend Christmas in St. Peterscation Association meeting'.
burg, Fla., with Mrs. Ilarshman's
LitherUnd To Speak
Dr. II. C, l.ithcrland, director of brother.
E. C. Powell, associate professtudent teaching, will address the
dinner meeting of school super- sor of industrial arts, and Mrs.
Powell are to drive to Springfield,
intendents on "What Can the
Mass., to visit their idder daughTeacher Expect From the Supervisor?" and serve on the resolutions ter, Virginia, and her family.
Miss Buna Pigg. second grade
committe.
Dr. Walter A. Zaugg, profes- teacher in the University Laboratory School, will spend the holisor of education, will preside over
days with her fumily in Missouri.
the Higher Education Section of
the Ohio Education Assticiation in
Tuesday, December 8, ThreeColumbus .January 3.
Kay pledges, Margaret Wood, VirJordan Directs Reading
ginia Cole, Wilma Stock were given
W. C. Jordan, director of exthin! degree.
tension, will meet, at Columbus
Three Kay girls have decorated
with others on a committee per- their house for Christmas, and
fecting plans for the 1942 reading
conferences in the live state uni- they had their sorority Christmas
party last night. The committee
versities in Ohio.
in charge of the party Included
In New York City December 27- Hannah Roller, Ruth Vermilyu,
.'II Dr. Gilbert W. Cooke, nssociatc Rosemary Patterson, and l.clah
professor of business administra- Trombly. Mrs. W. II. Bachnian,
tion, will attend meetings of the housemother, is giving a Christmas
American Finance Association.
party for the girls that live in the
j Also to New York City will go
I Dr. Glenn Swanson, associate pro- house Thursday.
! fessor of sociology, to the American
Residents of the Skol Sorority
I Sociological Society convention.
house will hold a Christmas party
Jensen Visits Minneapolis
this evening in the lounge. Later
Miss Myrtle Jensen, instructor in the evening the group and guests
in music, expects to attend in will go caroling, returning to the
Minneapolis December 26-29 the house for refreshments and dunejoint meeting of the Music Teach- ing. Pauline Aeschliman is geners'
National
Association,
ofj eral chairman in charge of arSchools of Music, and the Ameri- rangements.
can Musicological Society.
The Skol Sorority will hold an
Paul F. Muse, assistant pro- open house tea on Sunday afterfessor of business education, will
noon, January 18. following our
go to Chicago December 29-31 for
the convention of the National return from the holiday vacation.
Mildred Wolf is general chairman
Business Teachers Association; Pi! in charge of arrangements. Other
Omegu Pi, national honorary fra-; committee members are: tea serternity in business education, and
vice, lone Geisel, Nancy Ilemsoth;
the National Association of Busi- invitations, June Reed; decoraness
Teacher-Training
Institutions, Mary' I.ou Merti, chairman,
tions.
Lynette Purkey; reception, GeorDr. Eugene Dickcrman, assis- gia Wiesler; food, Martha Jordan,
tant professor of biology, may at- chairman, Mary Frances Church,
tend the meeting of the American Joan Coulon, Hope MacAdams;
Association for the Advancement kitchen, Ruth Wusburn, chairman,
of Science at Dallas, Tex., DecemMary Juswick.
ber 29, January 2, and visit relative! in Missouri and Kansas.

YM-YW Tea Held
Sunday At Prouts'
The YWCA and the YMCA
sponsored their annual Silver Tea
Sunday afternoon from 2:00 until 6:00 p. m. at the home of Dr.
and Mrs. Frank J. Prout. Those
standing in the receiving line were
Jim I.udwig, president of the
YMCA; Margaret Wilson, president of the YWCA; Mury Crowley.
vice president of the YWCA; and
Dr. and Mrs. Prout.
Stanley Zelaski, of the YMCA
and Marge Ripley, of the YWCA,
were co-chairmen for the affair.
The money received from tins tea
is used for a Christmas Party at
the Wood County Detention Home.
About seventy-five students attended the Kindergarten-Primary
tea which proceeded the combined
Dance and Organ recital in the
Recreation Hall, Sunday afternoon.
The tea was given by the club
for the critic teachers in the laboratory schools, for the faculty members in the education department,
anil
for
Kindergarten-Primary
members.
Mrs. Clyde Hissong and Mrs.
II. L. Litherland poured.
Miss
Neva Went and Miss Alice Roth
are the faculty sponsors of the organization, and Mary Mick is president of the present group.
The Five Sister house held a
dance for their guests last Saturday night.
The committees in
charge were: refreshments, Gladys
Stoneman, chairman, Carol Wilson,
and Martha Loudenslagel; entertainment, Jean Anne Goodnight,
chairman, Audrey Heslop. and
Mary Jane Wilson.
The girls in charge of the
Christmas house decorations this
year are: Helen Fashbaugh. chairman, Anne Rothenberger. Min
Kerschner, Carol Wilson, Gladys
Stoneman, Helen Baughmun, Mary
Mick, Arlinc Fisher, Betty Visher,
and Ellen Nelson.
The Five Sister Sorority, held tt
"Come as you ure on Saturday
morning" rushee breakfast last
week.
Fifty guests were entertained with a skit taken from "The
Night Before Christmas."
Shatsel Hall held its annual formal Christmas dinner and dance
last night. Josephine Fruncis was
tnnst-mistrcss. The program consisted of vocal solos by Janet Carino and Bonita Bicken, a piano
solo by Betty Jean Tragcr, a reading by Betty Husti, and songs by
Shatzel's girU trio which Includes
A Ida Doutctt, Virginia Roush, and
Helen Stroble. The Processional
wns mude. up of Shntzel Hull girls.

Skol Dance Is Booked
As Post-Holiday Event
Tis the week before Christmas and Bowling Green students will soon be homeward bound for two weeks of holiday
cheer. This past week has found campus organizations and
dormitories observing the season in advance with a series
of parties, dinners and dances.
After our return to school January 6 there will be no
paper the following Wednesday,*
~
~"
so we'll give you a preview of the their Christmas party this eveat 8:30 wh,cn W1
week-end to come.
"'"•?
" »« followThe Skol Sorority will hold it9 *d by caroling,
annual all-campus Sweater Swing
In the Women's Gym Saturday,
January 11.
Martha Jordan is
general chairman for the dance.
Other committees include: decorations. Joan Norsworthy. chairman. Nancy Ilemsoth, Hope McAdams; orchestra', Sally Charles,
Ruth
Ksckilson;
refreshments,
Betty Humbler, chairman, Dorothy,
Merry Christmas
Boskcy, Martha DeWcese; invita-;
tions, Ruth Wusburn, chairman,,
Connie Smith, Mary Juswick; publicity, Georgia Wiesler, Marthu
Walrath; and programs, Pegg)
Curti-s, chairman, Harriet Ernst.
The orchestra for the dance and.
other details will be decided over
the holidays. So, it's Merry Christmas anil a Happy Now Year, with
the Skol Sweater Swing awaiting
your return to the campus.

ARIEL H. WALKER

The Seven Sister Sorority held
its annual Christmas Tea Sunday;
afternoon from 2 until 5 p. m. in
Shatters annex.
Mrs. Thelma
Cook, Miss Caroline Nielsen, and
Mrs. W. E. Luntz poured.
Christmas music was played
throughout the afternoon. Those
in the receiving line were Mrs.
W. E. LantS, Seven Sister house
mother; Ruthanna Priedly, sorority president; and Jane Parent,
vice president,
The Seven Sisters are having

For That Holiday Look

VANITY BEAUTY
SHOP
For your Christmas
Cards, Candies and
supplies
don't forget your

MORRIS 5c to $1
STORE
Before you go home
try a delicious homecooked dinner

mrs

RESTAURANT
1811 X. Main

When ready to leave
for home, don't forget
to atop at the

A perfect gift
to take home—

PORTTY

Mrs. Steven's

and take a boa of delicious
holiday candy back to mother,
•later or sweetheart.
GIFT BOXES MAILED
ANYWHERE IN U. S.

Special Xmas Pattriea
at

We wish you all a
Merry Christmas

SCHEIDHAUER'S
BAKERY

and

A Happy New Year

North Main Street

XMAS CANDY
boxed and
wrapped
from 39c to $3

LABEY1

Ogle Leads Discussion
At Chicago. Miss Nellie A. Ogle,

,t, professor of. business edu
cation. Will lead a one-hour dll

cusslon at the convention ol the
National Association of Business
Teacher-Training Institutions.

HOME LAUNDRY
FORMALS—expertly cleaned end pressed for 90c
No extra charge for

delivery
For The Best In—
CAKES AND PASTRIES

ROSS BAKERY
l'h. 7811
34H N. Main

PRINCE
ALBERT

CAMELS
Send a Friend ...
A subscription to

THE
BEE GEE NEWS
An ideal Christmas gift
A fitting holiday gift, whether the recipient be a boy in
camp, an alumnus, or the
folks back home . . . Just till
out this blank and drop it in
the Bee Gee News box in the
well. We will bill you for it
later.
Rates for the rest of the

school year

Boys in camp .40
Others
1.00
Name of recipient

There's an added pleasure in giving Camels at
Christmas. You know your
gift will be so genuinely welcome. More smokers prefer
Camels than any other cigarette. And that preference
holds for men in the Army,
the Navy, the Marines, and
the Coast Guard, too! So
remember those lads in uniform... remember all the
cigarette smokers on your
list... with the cigarette of
costlier tobaccos — Camels.
Your choice of the package
of four flat fifties or the popular Camel carton.
a j asTxidsTsesessasswear.
Wlosue Sslea.NC

Addres*
Your name
Address

If he smokes a pipe, a
big, long-lasting pound
of cooi-burning Prince Albert
spells smoking pleasure 'way
into the New Year... at
camp, on ship, at home.
Prince Albert is choice tobacco, "no-bite" treated for
mildness and "crimp cut."
It's the National Joy Smoke.
There's no other tobacco like
it. Your local dealer has
two handsome Prince Albert
"specials"... the pound tin
{lift} or the special glass
humidor jar. Get yours today.
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GIFTS THAT ARE SURE TO PLEASE IN BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS WRAPPERS
l| I r^B»^Ws|»Vjg^st5HO»WscrVJv»>'^^

